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Knowledge needs improvement /
change: 
(The participants don't know "what" to
do…) *

Yes

This course will help participants
improve or change knowledge related
to:

Basic and specialty practices. Best practices are continuing
to evolve and everyone who practices anesthesia needs to
learn current standards and best practices.

This is the most important aspect of anesthesiology grand
rounds, one particularly suited to the lecture format used.

Competence needs improvement /
change: 
(The participants don't know "how" to do
it…) *

Yes

This course will help participants
improve or change competencies in
the following ways: *

Reviewing new statements of best practices

Performance needs improvement /
change: 
(The participants "just don't" do it, for
some reason...) *

Yes

This course will help participants
improve or change performance in the
following ways:

We occasionally provide feedback to the group on our
performance and what we are not doing as well as we
should, and discuss how we can/should improve. Feedback
provided includes both efficiency data, e.g. first-case on-
time start percentages compared to benchmarks, and
quality data, percent of observed time-out reviews that
meet standards.

We also hold some case conferences where patient
outcomes were an issue and discuss what we could do
differently.

Will the educational objectives reflect
these desired changes? *

Yes
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Is this activity designed to improve
patient outcomes? *

Yes

If so, how? * Reviewing cases where our performance was deficient and
different actions sould improve outcomes.

Check the needs documentation that
you used in selecting these topics.
Attach documentation as described. *

other (provide a detailed description and attach)

Other: Gaps in knowledge of anesthesiologists from incorrect
answers on the certification exam of the American Board of
Anesthesiology

Attach a File * aba_gaps_in_knowledge.pdf
50.55 KB · PDF

Why does this Gap between current
and desired practice exist?

The specialty of anesthesiology is changing rapidly with new
research and best-practice statements being published
frequently. Just need to keep learning what is new.

How will this activity help close the
practice gap / fix the identified
problem(s)?

Addresses over a years time each of the areas where gaps in
care exist.

This activity should improve: Competence
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